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Max Rigby is a middle-aged, aloof writer stuck in the past when he falls in love with the pit-girl from

S/V Nefarious, a sailing vessel that lives up to its name. The woman who has awakened his heart is

the fleet's most fierce sailor, Robin Mac Bradaigh, aka "Mac," a young, fiery, unapologetic sailor

who refuses to be pushed around by a fleet of scoundrels. But Nefarious carries a dark reputation,

and Max soon finds himself caught up in a sailing race that is as dangerous as it is thrilling.
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It was race week and I looked forward to the sailing races which was thrilling.Intriguing story with a

mix of humor,passion and love.This book got me hooked from the first page to the last.The scenes

played out easily in my imagination.The writer's style made it easy for me to relate with the

book.Antonio was able to bring the characters to life with words perfectly chosen.He has a

descriptive ability which he is able to express with the right words.His description of Max Rigby and

Mac characters brought them out of the book right in front of me.



Nefarious is my favorite Antonio J. Hopson book.....so far.His ability to invent and describe these

characters in such a way that only he can do is by far greater than most authors.A very fun, quirky,

smart, humorous, and sexy book.I urge you to give this book a chance, it doesn't take long to grab

you and send you off to "Race Week" in Oak Harbor, WA.side note here:chapter 2 has the greatest

description of high heels in the history of literature.

Exceptional read! The title alone had me curious to find out what was within the pages and it did

deliver! I liked that the storyline was not only captivating but different as this story examined a

situation that's not written about frequently. Love how Antonio J. Hopson gives you fiction with a

pinch of reality that opens your eyes and give you more insight on what happens and real life . This

was a really good book. It held my attention from the time I opened it. The book is about sailing

races. The twists and turns part you didn't think that would happen happened. In fact, this book was

full of characters that left me amazed! The content in this book was well written & recommend all to

read for you will not be disappointed.

AJ Hopson has written his most fun book to date. It's filled with lots of interesting characters and

even some poetry. Well worth the money!

I particularly liked the homoerotic undertones coupled with the reality of venereal diseases that your

book discussed. I know the main character was a 'dashing' guy and that's the way you wanted it to

come across, but I think he could have shown a lot more responsibility. That said, I think this could

really be an eye opener to the gay community about how unprotected sex can destroy your life. I

think leaning toward alternative sex-styles like bestiality near the end of the book may have been a

bit much, though.

I really enjoyed reading about the sail competition even though I don't have an interest in sailing. It

was interesting and not what I expected. The author again comes up with some very interesting

characters. I always enjoy his characters. I did feel challenged with one of the relationships between

two of the characters. Perhaps a metaphor that I could not grasp.

I could smell the salt spray of the Salish Sea and feel the wind on my face. This book got better with

each passing page culminating with a fantastic finish. Intriguing characters kept me wondering. Vivid

action scenes brought me aboard the Nefarious. Humor, dark realities, & touching moments shine a



beautiful light on this cast of scoundrels that brings them to life and makes for a very good read.

Highly recommended!!

The first thing that got me about this book is how the author is incredible talented in creating and

developing intriguing characters. The book talks about sailing and even though that is something I

have never done it came closer home. The author uses powerful descriptive language that allows

the book to come to life in your hands as you read the book. The book is action packed and each

setting vividly told. Nefarious is a place that most action takes place and where there are twists in

turns for the characters of the book. I would definitely recommend this book for anyone seeking a

fantastic read that will take them off their environment into another fictional world that ecstatic and

enchanting. There is humor in the book, action and drama that is enthralling for the readers and is

powerful that will have you hooked. I would definitely recommend this book
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